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ABSTRACT: Researchers often encounter taxonomic problems when analysing data on changes in
macrobenthic assemblages due to pollutlon. In response, some authors have suggested that data at
famlly and even phylum level may be sufficient to detect such changes. This hypothesis is commonly
tested by visual comparisons of ordinabon plots generated by multidimensional scaling (MDS). Our
study assessed this approach using a dataset previously shown to contain patterns in species composition that were related to both habitat type and heavy metal pollution. These data allow us to assess the
ability of analyses at reduced taxonomic resolutions to detect 'signals' associated with pollution gradients among the 'noise' associated with habitat gradients. Such situations will arise in most studies of the
impacts of pollutlon on inshore macrobenthic assemblages. The patterns associated with both habitat
and pollution gradients were visible in ordlnations based on data pooled to hlgher taxonomic levels.
The similarity among ordinations based on different sets of pooled data was not fully supported by
more detailed analyses. Changing the number of dimensions in ordinations, the taxonomic resolution,
the attribute:object ratio and the non-zeros ratio of datasets all affected the matrlx of association measures and the results of ordinations and Procrustes rotations. T h e effects of these changes w e r e complex. Further work is needed to determine the likely effect of using data with reduced taxonomic resolution affect to detect impacts.
KEY WORDS: Taxonon~icresolution . Macrobenthos . Infauna Semi-strong hybnd multidimensional
scaling . Procrustes rotation . Dataset characteristics . Effects of pollution

INTRODUCTION
Studies of anthropogenic impacts on marine environments often use benthic macrofaunal assemblages
as indicators (Warwick 1993), because they can be
sampled quantitatively, are small and have relatively
short lifespans. Unfortunately, identifying benthic
macrofauna to species is time-consuming and requires
considerable expertise. As a result, rigorous studies of
this type can be too expensive for widespread use.
In response, recent studies have examined ways of
improving the cost-effectiveness of benthic sampling
by identifying macrofauna to higher taxonomic levels
than species (Ellis 1985, Warwick 1988a, b, Ferraro &
Co!c 1990,I.?'arv!ick et a!. ! ! W O , Agard pt a1 1993. Rees
1993, Warwick & Clarke 1993). If samples are taken
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from a single habitat, these authors suggest that analyses with less taxonomic resolution result in little loss of
information about impacts and that such analyses may
yield better discrimination of patterns associated with
impacts. For example, natural environmental variables
(e.g. water depth and sediment grain size) may affect
the distribution patterns of species but not the distribution patterns of higher taxonomic groups (Warwick
1988a); therefore, the use of species-level data m.ay
introduce 'noise' into analyses designed to detect impacts. If higher taxonomic levels do respond more
clearly to anthropogenic influences, it is probably better to analyse more samples at lower taxonomic resolutions than fewer samples identified to species level
(Warwick 1993, Warwick & Clarke 1993).
Before the use of lower taxonomic resolutions is
widely adopted, it is important to understand the uncertainty associated with analyses at lower taxonomic
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resolutions. It is particularly important to determine
the extent to which analyses at lower taxonomic resolutions recover the details contained in analyses of
species-level data. This is especially true for areas that
have gradients associated with factors other than pollution (e.g. habitat or depth gradients).
Macrobenthic studies commonly rely on ordinations
to highlight spatial and temporal differences in assemblages, attempting to ident~fylikely causal links by
relatlng these differences to anthropogenic inputs.
Although several recent studies have used ordination
techniques such as Principal Components Analysis
(e.g. Roper et al. 1989) or Principal Coordinates Analysis (e.g. Stull et al. 1986), most authors have preferred
multidimensional scaling (MDS; e.g. Gray et al. 1988,
Austen et al. 1989, Zenetos & Papathanassiou 1989,
Gray et al. 1990, Agard et al. 1993).
In many previous studies, authors evaluated the similarlty 01 pdtierns in ordination plots based on different
levels of taxonomic resolution without the aid of statistics that directly compared the patterns (Heip et al.
1988, Warwick 1988a, b, Rees 1993, Warwick & Clarke
1993). Where patterns appeared to change little,
authors concluded that there had been little loss of
information. Such subjective comparisons may suffer
from observer biases including level of experience
(Gray et al. 1988).
This study uses statistical methods to document
changes in ordination plots that are based on macroinfaunal distributions that have been grouped at different taxonomic resolutions. Distribution patterns are
expected to relate to a known gradient in metal pollution, because the samples were collected in Upper
Spencer Gulf, where the sediments have high concentrations of heavy metals (Ward & Young 1981). Previous reports have described the relationships between
concentrations of metals and compositions of epifaunal
and infaunal assemblages near a smelter (Ward &
Young 1982, Ward & Hutchings 1996, this issue). In
this paper, we explore whether analyses of macroinfauna1 data at decreasing levels of taxonomic resolution identify patterns associated with habitat differences and pollution that are similar to those discussed
by Ward & Hutchings (1996).
We examined the changes at different taxonomic resolutions by correlating the association matrices that underlie the ordinations, by comparing stress values to determine how well ordination plots displayed a pattern,
and by using Procrustes rotation to compare patterns in
the ordinations. We also manipulated the data in an attempt to simulate the 2 purely numerical differences associated with data matrices at different taxonomic resolutions. In general, data matrices at higher taxonomic
levels will have fewer taxa (attributes) relative to the
number of samples (objects). We have termed this a

change in the attribute:object ratio. In addition, most
samples will contain representatives of higher taxonomic levels; therefore, the number of non-zero values
per column increases as the taxonomic resolution decreases. We have termed this a change in the non-zeros
ratio. Both of these changes usually accompany pooling
of species-level data to higher taxa, but we attempted
to examine their effects independently.

METHODS

Original dataset. The dataset consisted of macroinfaunal abundances in samples from Upper Spencer
Gulf, South Australia. Ward & Young (1981) and Ward
& Hutchings (1996) have described how these data
were collected. A total of 372 species were collected in
9 replicate samples taken from each of 6 habitats along
3 transects during the austral winter of 1979 and the
austral summer of 1980. We pooled replicate samples
as did Ward & Hutchings (1996). This procedure
yielded a data matrix of 36 samples (2 times X 3 transects X 6 habitats) by 372 species. As is characteristic of
macroinfaunal datasets, most values in the matrix were
zeros. Ward & Hutchings (1996, this issue) reduced the
dataset to 233 species by removing 'rare' species (i.e.
species represented by only 1 or 2 individuals). We also
removed any taxa in each dataset that were represented by only 1 or 2 individuals. Ward & Hutchings'
(1996) analysis of the species dataset is the benchmark
for our comparisons.
Multivariate analyses. We used the multivariate
analysis package PATNTH(Belbin 1993) and, following
Ward & Hutchings (1996),calculated Bray & Curtis dissimilarity measures (Bray & Curtis 1957) from untransformed abundances for all datasets. It is important to
note that the type of data standardisation, data transformation and association measure affect subsequent ordinations (Jackson 1993),and our use of the Bray & Curtis
association measure on untransformed abundance data
increases the influence of taxa with high abundances.
Association measures were used to ordinate samples
in Semi-strong Hybrid Multidimensional Scaling
(SSH).This method uses a nonmetric, ordinal approach
above a user-defined association value (Belbin 1991,
1993); that is, dissimilarities above this value are
ranked so that the ordination uses only relative dissimilarities. Below this value, the ordination uses a ratio
approach. This combmation of ordinal and ratio scaling is the principal difference between SSH and metric
or nonmetric MDS.
The utility of reduced taxonomic resolution has previously been tested on data from a homogeneous habitat.
Our samples came from different habitats as well as
from along a pollution gradient. We expected to detect
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patterns associated with both factors. We tested the vaWe used Procrustes rotation (Gower 1971) to comlidity of our interpretation of the results of SSH analyses
pare ordinations. Our goodness-of-fit measure was the
by conducting randomisation tests (using the ASIM
error sum of squares value generated by PATN1" (Belmodule of the PATN software) that are based on the
bin 1993, herein termed rn2). This measure correconcept underlying analyses of variance.
sponds to Gower's (197 1 ) sum of squared distances a n d
Data manipulations. To decrease taxonomic resoluthe m 2 statistic of Digby & Kempton (1987) and Jackson (1993). We standardised Procrustes rotations to
tion, w e pooled data to genus, family, order a n d class
level. The resulting datasets contained 183 genera, 108
scale the m2-values from 0 (perfect match) to 1 (no
families, 46 orders a n d 15 classes.
match). Procrustes rotations helped us choose among
2, 3, 4 a n d 5 dimensions for ordinations and to compare
We manipulated the species, genus and family
datasets to simulate the changes in the dataset characordinations generated from datasets with different taxteristics that occurred as we pooled data. Firstly, within
onomic resolutions, different attribute:object ratios and
a taxonomic level, we created datasets with different
different non-zeros ratios to the species-level ordinaattribute.object ratios but with the same non-zeros
tion. The species-level ordination was chosen as the
ratio. We did this by randomly extracting selected
target for Procrustes rotations because w e foc.used on
numbers of taxa from the species, genus and family
the effects of reducing taxonomic resolution.
datasets. The order and class datasets contained too
Monte Carlo randomisation tests allowed us to invesfew taxa for these procedures. The number of taxa
tigate the significance of SSH stress a n d rn2 statistics.
extracted was varied to give different attribute:object
Data matrices from each taxonomic level were subratios, a n d w e used 10 different subsets for each numjected to Monte Carlo re-ordering in PATN1\' (Belbin
ber of taxa. Secondly, w e increased the non-zeros ratio
1993). The resulting 1000 matrices were analysed
without changing the attribute:object ratio. We did this
using SSH ordination a n d Procrustes rotation.
by progressively removing the taxa that occurred in
the least number of samples in the species and genus
datasets (i.e. first the taxa that occurred in only 1 samRESULTS
ple, then taxa that occurred in only 2 samples, and so
Choice of dimension
on). From each of these datasets, we generated 10 randomly selected subsets of equal size.
Statistical comparisons. Clarke (1.993) suggested
The number of dimensions is significant in MDS
that correlations of association matrices provide a natordination techniques because a n ordination is recalural measure of correspondence between ordinations.
culated when the number of dimensions is changed,
We assessed similarity between association matrices
unlike in methods such as Principal Components
by using Mantel tests (Manly 1991, Belbin 1993) based
Analysis, where additional dimensions do not change
on Pearson's product moment correlation coefficients
the orientation of those already calculated. Selecting
(r).The Mantel test used In PATN'" compares correlatoo few dimensions in MDS may lead to a poor repretions of original association matrices with correlations
sentation of data, a n d selecting too many dimensions
arising from 5000 random permutations of the values
can result in unnecessary noise. In our analyses,
in each association matrix. As the conclusions arising
both SSH stress and the m 2 statistic indicated that
from tests on original and ranked matrices were the
the optimum was 3 dimensions (Table 1); therefore,
same, we have reported only tests on ranked matrices.
all subsequent analyses were conducted in 3 dimenWe used SSH stress (Belbin 1993) as a measure of
sions.
how changing taxonomic resolution and
manipulating dataset characteristics afTable 1. Changes in SSH stress and error sums of squares ( m 2 )with changes
fected ordinations. Higher stress values
in number of dimensions of ordination. -: not applicable, as the species-level
indicate that an
plot is less
ordination was not rotated to itself
representative of the original distances
between samples. Firstly, we used SSH
Taxonomic
Change in measure with change in dimension
stress for ordinations of each taxonomic
level
SSH stress
Error sums of squares ( m 2 )
resolution in 2, 3, 4 and 5 dimensions to
2-3
3-4
4-5
2-3
3-4
4-5
determine the optimal number of dimenSpecies
0 0652 0.0241 0 0117
sions for our analyses. We also examined
c h e ~ g e sir! SSF! siress amcnq c r d i n ~ t i o n q
I denus
00642 00249 00161
-0.014 -0.042 -0.002
U
.
6.640 -0.iG6
Family
0.0696 0 0351 0 0249
based on different taxonomic resolutions,
0.227 -0.048 0.012
Order
00573 00336 00239
different attribute:object ratios and dif0,103 0.006 0.046
Class
0 0435 0.0327 0.0183
ferent non-zeros ratios.
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Reducing taxonomic resolution
Association matrices generated from data at genus,
family and order resolutions were highly correlated to
the species-level association matnx, but the strength of
the correlation was declining (Fig. 1).At class level, the
correlation was relatively poor. As Mantel tests did not
result in r-values greater than those generated with the
original association matrices, these results suggest that
all association matrices contained non-random information, but the similarity of this information to that in
the species-level data decreased.
Although weakening correlations indicated that dissimilarities between samples changed with decreased
taxonomic resolution, the influence of such changes
was less apparent in the ordination plots (Fig. 2). As
the initial orientation of each ordination was arbi.trary,
we rotated the plots in 3 dimensions using MacSpinTbf
(Donuhu ei dl, i985j to nignlight simiianties m patterns
across taxonomic levels. One dominant pattern was for
samples to group according to habitat types (Fig. 2 ) .
The groups were relatively compact and separate at
the species, genus, family and order levels, but at class
level, the groups were more diffuse and overlapping.
Within habitat types, the unvegetated intertidal sites
and the Zostera intertidal sites on the metal-contaminated transects (outlined I and Z in Fig. 2) were separated from sites on unpolluted transects (solid I and Z
in Fig. 2).

Class

Fig. 1. Pearson's product moment correlation values (r) for
correlations between ranked association matrices a t different
levels of taxonomic resolution to the ranked species level
association matrlx

ASIM tests on the results of all SSH analyses supported our lnterpretation that sites in different habitats
and sites with different levels ol contamination were
separated. For all taxonomic levels, none of the 1000
randomised results provided a better interpretation of
the SSH results than the one we chose.
The SSH stress values for these ordinations revealed
a complex pattern (Fig. 3). SSH stress was highest at
the family and order levels and lowest at the class level
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Fig. 2. SSH plots generated from data at species, genus, family, order and class levels.
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(Fig. 3). In contrast, mean SSH stress for the ordinations
created by Monte Carlo randomisations did not increase at the family and order levels (Fig. 3). Stress in
the random ordinations also decreased most at the class
level (Fig. 3). The SSH stress values for the real data
were lower than the mean values generated from random datasets, but the original stress values approached
a n d , at class level, entered the tall of the frequency distribution for the random datasets (Figs. 3 & 4 ) . It appeared that the real data always contained information
that was non-random, but the amount of information
decreased with decreasing taxonomic resolution.
Procrustes rotations showed that the m 2 statistic
increased steadily with decreasing taxonomic resolution, which meant that ordinations at lower taxonomic
resolutions were less similar to the original specieslevel plot (Fig 5). Procrustes rotations for 1000 randomised datasets at each taxonomic resolution yielded
mean m 2 statistics that were consistently higher than
those from the original datasets (Fig. 5 ) .The m2 statistics for the original data approached but did not enter
the frequency distribution of random m2 as taxonomic
resolution decreased (Fig. 6). Once again, the original
data contained non-random information a t all taxonomic levels, but the amount of non-random information decreased with lower taxonomic resolution. It is
important to note that the mean m 2statistics from the
randomisations exhibited no relationship to changes in
the size of datasets (Fig. 5).

-

Taxonomic

resolution^^

Fig. 3 . SSH stress for ordinations at increasing levels of taxonomic I-esolut~on( W ) original data; (m) mean from Monte
Carlo randomisations ( n = 1000)

Manipulating dataset characteristics
Among subsets of species a n d genus datasets with
constant non-zeros ratios, the SSH stress a n d the m 2statistic increased a s the attribute:object ratio decreased
(Fig. 7). The results from subsets of the family-level
dataset showed a less clear pattern (Fig. 7). The nonzeros ratios did not differ greatly among the subsets
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(legend to Fig. ?), and the SSH stress and m2 for genus
data were lower than those for species data (Fig. 7).
When the attribute:object ratio remained constant,
both SSH stress and m 2 statistics decreased as the nonzeros ratio increased (Fig. 8). These trends were apparent for subsets of both species and genus datasets,
and they indicate a better fit of ordinations to association matrices and, a better correspondence between
ordinations and the species-level target ordination.

DISCUSSION

Taxonomic resolution
Fig. 5. Error sum of squares statistics (m2)for Procrustes rotations of ordinations at increasing taxonomic resolutions to the
species level. (m! orirjinal data; !m! n?ea.n. from M o ~ ! eCarlo
randomisatlons (n = 1000)

within each taxonomic level (Fig,7 ) . These trends indicate less fit between association matrices and ordinations
as the attribute:object ratio was reduced and less correspondence between ordinations based on datasets
with fewer attributes than the species-level target ordination. The non-zeros ratios for genus datasets was
higher than the non-zeros ratios for species datasets
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1(a) Species

The samples comprising our dataset were taken from
different habitats along a pollution gradient surrounding a lead smelter. Their patterns of species composition are related to habitat and metal pollution (Ward &
Young 1981, Ward & Hutchings 1996; our results). The
information contained in these samples provides a
useful starting point for testing hypotheses about
the effectiveness of analyses at reduced taxonomic
resolutions.
Monte Carlo randomlsations at each taxonomic resolution tested the effect of changing dataset size by
blurring any pattern inherent in the data. Our results
showed that SSH stress could be expected to decrease
with decreasing dataset size and m2 statistics could be
expected to remain unchanged. From these results, we
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These opposing effects may have led to
the changes in SSH stress and rn2 statistics
that we observed as we manipulated the
real data. The observed increase in SSH
a
stress at the family and order levels followed
the trend accompanying decreasing
.S
:
attribute:object
ratios, and the decrease in
a
SSH stress at the class level followed the
0;
l
trend accompanying increasing non-zeros
q
ratios. For these data, the non-zeros ratio
a
a
may be the dominant influence on SSH
1
1
stress above order
~
level and the ~ attrib0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
ute:object ratio may control SSH stress
Attr1bu1e:oblectratio
Attribute:object ratio
below order level. In contrast, m2 statistics
Only
the trend accompanying deFig. 7. Mean (a) SSH stress and (b) error sum of squares statistics (m') for
creasing
attribute:obJect
ratios.
randomly generated subsets of data (n = 10) versus attribute:ob]ect ratio.
Despite the changes in SSH stress and m2
The target for Procrustes rotations was the species-level ordination ( m )
Species (range of non-zeros ratio = 6.58-7.01); ( 0 )genus (range of nonstatistics, 2 patterns remained visible in
zeros ratio 7.36-7.94); (B] family (range of non-zeros ratio = 9.45-9.88)
ordinations to the order level. These 2 patterns (separation of sites according to habiwould predict that pooling data to lower taxonon~ic
tat type and separation of the metal-contaminated
resolutions (reducing the dataset size) would lead to a
intertidal sites of Transect A from the intertidal sites of
decrease in SSH stress and no change in m2 statistics.
Transect B and C) are those discussed by Ward &
These trends suggest a better fit between multivariate
Hutchings (1996). In addition, SSH stress and m2 stameasures of distance and ordinations and no change in
tistlcs always remained lower than the mean values
patterns in ordinations.
from Monte Carlo randomisations, confirming the
Manipulations of real data did not yield these patpresence of non-random information in the real data
terns. SSH stress increased slightly at the family and
from all taxonomic levels.
order levels and rn2 statistics increased steadily at
Visual comparisons of our MDS ordination plots genlower taxonomic resolutions. These results indicate
erally support arguments that analyses of data at lower
less fit between ordinations and underlying measures
taxonomic resolutions generate distribution patterns
of distance and changes in the patterns in ordinations.
associated with pollution gradients as clearly as analyIn addition, changes in taxonomic resolution led to less
ses at species level (Heip et al. 1988, Warwick 1988a, b,
similar association matrices as shown by decreasing
Gray et al. 1990, Agard et al. 1993, Warwick & Clarke
correlations between matrices. Log-transformed data
1993). Our results also indicate that analyses based on
revealed the same patterns, suggesting that
this difference was not caused by character0.25 - (a)
0.8
(b)
istics associated with the application of Bray
& Curtis association measures to untransformed abundance data (authors' unpubl.
2 0.6 data).
m
0.20 3
m
In addition to lowering overall dataset
m
size, decreasing taxonomic resolution also
a
•
O 0.4 I
decreases the attribute:object ratio and
L9
increases the non-zeros ratio in the result015 e
PJ
0.2 l omn
ing datasets. When the attribute:object ratio
was decreased independently of the nona
zeros ratio, both SSH stress and the m2 staI
I
I
I
I
I
0
0.10
I
I
I
I
I
I
tistic generally increased. Conversely, when
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
18
16
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8
6
the non-zeros ratio was increased and the
Non-zeros ratio
on-zeros rat10
attnbute:object ratio was held constant,
n:- o h,(--ccu ..--L
UULII
-rL '
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SJII
ullu +h- m2 statistic de1 'g.
-..-)p, Prrnr c l , m Cq,-larPS <tatistics ! m 2 ! for
creased. These results indicate that derandomly generated subsets of data ( n = 10) versus the non-zeros ratio.
creasing taxonomic resolution may
The target for Procrustes rotations was the species level ordination.
(a)species; ( 0 )genus
opposing effects on ordinations.
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reduced taxonomic resolutions may detect patterns
associated with habitat gradien.ts. The ability to detect
a 'signal' associated with pollution gradients amid
the 'noise' associated with a habitat gradient increases the utility of analyses based on reduced taxonomic resolutions.
It is important to note there are changes associated
with decreasing the level of taxonomic resolution.
Lower correlations between association matrices indicate a change in the estimates of distance between
samples. Higher SSH stress values at some taxonomic
levels indicate that ordinations are less successful at
representing the distances between samples. Higher
m 2 statistics indicate that ordinations based on data at
lower taxonomic resolutions are less similar to ordinations of species-level data.
Overall, visual comparisons of MDS plots are rather
subjective tests. Visual comparisons have no objective
way of estimating resolving power, i.e. no means of
estimating the probabilities of proposing the existence
of a pollution or habitat gradient that does not exist or
failing to detect a gradient that does exist. Our results
indicate that the arbitrary selection of taxonomic resolution may alter the risk of making an error with no
guarantee that the risk will be increased or decreased.
Therefore, results from a single study that suggest certain levels of taxonomic resolution are adequate or
preferable for detecting the impacts of pollution may
not be broadly applicable.
Before reduced taxonomic resolution is widely used,
there is a need to explore the generality of our findings
with other datasets. Different assemblages collected
along different gradients may yield other results. For
example, assemblages along weaker natural gradients
may not yield robust patterns like those seen along a
strong pollution or habitat gradient. The influences
reducing taxonomic resolution and altering the attribute:object or non-zeros ratios warrant evaluation
because of the need to balance the cost of sampling a
large number of places for data at the species level
against the loss of potentially important information
associated with taking fewer samples (reducing the
number of objects) and analysing data at lower taxonomic resolutions.
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